1 has enriched the contact theory of two plane curves by virtue of many projective correspondences. The object of this paper is to establish some analogous results regarding the contact theory of two space curves.
respectively, where x, y, z are nonhomogeneous coordinates of a point in space. After denoting the coordinates of the corresponding points P and P by (x, y, z) and (#, y, z) , where respectively. We have, therefore, reached the following theorem. THEOREM 1. When C and C intersect at an ordinary point O with distinct tangents, there are two and only two developables containing both C and C. The edges of regression of these two developables are tangent to the two principal lines at the two principal points.
Let M be a moving point on C. We denote the two edges of regression in the above theorem by En and Eu. If the tangents of En and E12 at their points Mn and Mu pass through M, then the line MnMn constitutes a developable with edge of regression £21 as M varies on C. Similarly we obtain E22 by substituting C for C. Clearly on Eu (i = l, 2) there is a point Mi% at which the tangent to E 2 t passes through Mn and the line M21M22 constitutes a developable with edge of regression E31 when Mn varies on En. Thus we obtain E hi (k = 1, 2, 3, • • • ; i = 1, 2). For brevity we denote EM and E fc2 by (Ek) and call (E k ) the G-transform of (Efc_i).
Since G is one-to-two, a point P on C corresponds to two points Pi and P 2 on C. We denote the locus of the points of intersection JVn and N12 between the tangent of C at P and those of C at Pi and P2 by En and Ei 2 . When P moves along C, the point of intersection of the tangents of En and E12 at Nn and Nu is a new curve E21. The interchange between C and C gives E22. In this way we obtain the curves F hi (& = 1, 2, • • • ; i= 1, 2), where (Fh) f which denotes the two curves F hi and E&2, is evidently the G-transform of (E&+i). THEOREM 2. With regard to the curves (1) and (2) there is an infinite sequence of pairs of curves
including the pair C and C such that every pair is the G-transform of the preceding pair.
In case the osculating planes of C and C at 0 coincide, the expansions (1) and (2) should be replaced by 
Here the correspondence G is one-to-three. Clearly the joins of the corresponding points of G approach principal lines when P approaches O and constitute three developables whose edges of regression E\k (fe = l, 2, 3) pass through the three principal points respectively.
With respect to two roots of fx\ = f/r we obtain through (11) two correspondences between points of C and C. In virtue of them we may determine a sequence of pairs of curves
analogous to that of Theorem 2. Consequently we obtain a total of three sequences of transforms.
We call the point of contact of the join PP and Eu the corresponding point of P or P on Eu. We have arrived at the following theorem. If C and C have a common tangent at 0, we take it for the x-axis. The expansions of C and C now become 00 00
and 00 00
If the osculating planes at 0 of C and C are distinct, the correspondence G is analytically given by
#060 -âobo
Clearly the limit of the join of the corresponding points P and P when P->0 is the principal line
Since the Halphen plane 9 osculates the edge of regression of the developable consisting of the joins PP at the principal point, 10 we have proved the following theorem. Now the sequence of G-transforms of C and C are terminated on both sides. Both E\ and Fi contain one curve only. In particular, JPI has at O a point of inflexion 11 with the hyperosculating plane
If C and C have at O contact of order k+2, then (14) and (15) 
where ai = di (*-y =.
•0,1,
0
•,*); 6m»5 w (m-0, 1, •• • , ft-1).
Here either ak+i^dk+i or bk9*lk must be true. By a little consideration of the transformation * = £, y =* V* f = (5* -fa) y + (a fc+ i -5*+i)s, we find two cases are essential to consider: firstly, ak+i^âk+i, bk^hk and secondly, ak+iy^âk+i, bk-lu* In the latter case the Halphen plane and Z = 0 coincide but in the former they do not. For the case bk^hk, ak+i = âk+i the correspondence G may be analytically given by 
«o After a little consideration we can prove the following theorem. THEOREM 
If C and ~C have at 0 contact of order ft+2 (ft^ 1) and if ak+i = âk+iy bk 9^ 5&, then the edge of regression E of the unique developable containing C and C passes through the principal point T. Furthermore, the tangent of E at T is the principal line and the osculating plane of E at T coincides with the Halphen plane of C and C.
If in the last two paragraphs we put ft = 0, then the correspondence G is one-to-four and (21) should be replaced by By virtue of every two correspondences of (23) we can derive a sequence of G-transforms associated with C and C. Therefore we have six sequences. Now we consider the special case that C and C are tangent and that their osculating planes at the point of contact are coincident. The expansions of C and C are (19) and (20) where a 0 7^â 0 . The correspondence G is also one-to-four and may be expressed by
where j 3»-{i-1, 2, 3, 4) are the roots of (25) a^bot* -4âoW 3 + 3(<z 0 &o + aoh)t 2 -4a 0 5o£ + öo5o == 0.
In general t^l and we arrive at the following theorem. Naturally we can derive six sequences of curves by G-transforms. In general, all of these curves pass through 0 and possess common tangent F = 0, Z = 0 and common osculating plane Z = 0.
In the last three paragraphs bo 7 e ho. If the projecting cones of C and C with common vertex on Z = 0 have contact of third order, we have bo = 5o.
Since a 0 7^â 0 , a single root of (25) is 1, and one of the expressions (24) becomes If bo^ho, the r 0 of (28) and (29) is found to be
bo/ which is an important covariant line associated with the curves (19) and (20). Now we deal with the remaining case that the coefficients in (19) and (20) The edge of regression E* of this developable passes through 0. Since E* and C (or C) have at 0 a common tangent F=0, Z = 0 and common osculating plane Z = 0, the application of our results of Theorems 7 and 8 to E* and C (or C) leads to a covariant line. But we particularly remark that the developable of Theorem 9 is tangent to Z = 0 along bk+2 -h k+2 3&o(<ifc+i ~ âk+i)
when bk+i~fik+u bk+27 £ fik+2. A direct analogy of Chang's correspondence 18 F is that the osculating planes of two space curves at their corresponding points pass through one and the same point on the common tangent of these two curves. In general, there are two ways to generalize the correspondence F. Firstly, let the points P and P of the curves C and Ü in iV-dimensional space so correspond that a prescribed (N-l -2jtc)-dimensional space (2/x+KN) and the osculating linear spaces 5 M (P) and Sp(7) of C and C at P and P belong to one and the same hyperplane, and secondly, let P and P so correspond that the common part of the osculating linear spaces S,(P) and S P (P) of v dimensions, where 2v^N, are linearly dependent with a given {IN-2z>)-dimensional space. These will be, however, established on another occasion.
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